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Topics to cover

Background: the need for flexibility

National balancing services: an active market

Future distribution networks & local flexibility

Trials to business as usual

WPD Flexible Power programme – areas needing flexibility

Entry requirements and considerations

So, who can readily participate?

Routes to market - aggregation

Domestic demonstrator - OpenDSR



The need for flexibility in our system

Higher penetration of intermittent generation and evolving demand profiles, brings challenges:
- More sophisticated and regional balancing of supply and demand
- System wide capacity margin is more difficult to predict and calculate
- Keeping the lights on may depend on an increased level of flexibility in the system



National balancing services

Turning to connected assets to:

- Help with “system operability”

- Help with events & outages

Frequency 
regulation

Power quality / 
voltage support

Energy and 
power reserve

EFR FFR FCDM

STOR Fast Reserve

ORPS DSR

System restoration

!

System stress support

Capacity Market (!)

Black Start

‘Rationalisation’ & ‘Simplification’



Growth of storage market (Q4 2018)

DNO Connection Status No. Sites Capacity (MVA)

Accepted 77 1,436

Connected 32 99

Accepted 48 1,422

Connected 10 178

Accepted 28 799

Connected 4 15

- From available data: Just over 5.3GW of storage projects accepted or connected
- Over 355MW of connected storage (52 sites) now operating on distribution network

Transmission Network Connection Status No. Sites Capacity (MVA)

Scoping 4 142

Awaiting consents 21 1,048

Consents Approved 4 922

Under Construction/Commissioning 3 99

Built 5 2,785

- A further 2.8GW connected to the Transmission network, with a c.1GW pipeline



The transition to a DSO

Key themes:

Enabling cheaper, quicker connections

Level playing field for customers and neutral markets

Increase use of Active Network Management

Enable local flexibility services

Enabling factors:

Develop System Operator capabilities

Understand policy changes to enable transition to DSO

Understand commercial arrangements between 
TSO→DSO→DER providers

Continue to host trial and innovation projects to secure 
real world evidence



Local flexibility – a different proposition

Deferring network upgrades by 
turning to flexibility instead

i) Mitigate peak energy demand constraints (currently not generation, yet…)

ii) Reduce the network impact of planned maintenance downtime

iii) Support the network during unplanned outages/network events



Local Flexibility Innovation Trials – 2017 + 2018

Trials and innovation 
projects around smart 
networks and flex

Developing market 
platforms and abilities

Live calls for EOIs with 
tenders to follow



Local Flexibility Needs in WPD’s Network

Credit and source: 
WPD Flexible Power

3 types of flexibility service required:

“Secure”
Support the network to manage known 
demand peaks

“Dynamic”
Support the network during planned 
outages/maintenance

“Restore”
Help the network recover from 
unplanned outages

WPD Constraint 
Management Zones 
(CMZs)



CMZs and Flex services

Market based approach through Flexible Power showing

- Capacity needs: How much capacity (MW) is needed within each CMZ

- When: Which months of the year, which days of the week and what times of day

- Payment price visibility: ‘Availability’ + ‘Utilisation’ rates for each CMZ

Annual cycle of procurement, 2019 active now:

February 2019 March 2019 Apr/May 2019 June 2019 to 
May 2021



Procurement & Signposting Information



The Size of the Prize

Varies significantly by CMZ:

£1,050 to £6,888 per MW annually



Entry requirements

Must be within one of the identified CMZs

Must be half hourly metered

Must have minute by minute monitoring (to verify response to dispatch)

Must be able to meet 10-30 minute dispatch signal and respond

Must be able to sustain response for hours (2-3 hours?)

Must be built or have a connection agreement with final milestone 
achieved before the end of procurement period (contract turnaround)

The provision of the flexibility must not cause participants to breach 
other agreements (e.g. connection agreement)



Some key points to consider

Demand is the main driver: These services are about managing demand (i.e. gen 
turn-up, demand-down, storage discharge). Managing generation may follow (?)

Entry thresholds: notably lower than that of national balancing services (1MW) 
potentially 100kW or less - aggregation also permitted

Contract length: likely to be 1-4 years (may depend on the CMZ and year)

Non-response: Reduction or removal of payments for underperformance or non 
performance (e.g. sliding scale of 3% for every 1% under declared capacity).

Technology: Agnostic on approach, but with a 15min notice, need to sustain for 2 
hours and at any time - some technologies will be better placed than others…



What could readily participate – C&I Scale

‘Dispatchable’ generation Intermittent generation with longer duration storage

Generation 
Turn-Up

Storage 
‘discharge’

Demand 
reduction

Commercial & industrial equipment switch off or process ramp down

Quick response standalone storage (various techs)

CHP



What could readily participate – domestic

Heat pumps with smart controllers

Home batteries

Smart appliances

EVs with smart chargersNext gen 
smart meters

Rooftop PV + storage

+ Other 
proprietary 

devices



A route to market – DSR aggregation

• Ability for smaller participants to access flexibility markets

• Commercial aggregators are active in the national 
balancing services

• Potential to reach down further to the next level of flexible 
loads and aggregate smaller generators or demand 
customers to bid into local flexibility tenders



Potential for two levels of aggregation?

• Bundling of much smaller loads at a local level, to offer to an aggregator?

Local or Community 
Aggregation Service

CHP

Commercial 
Aggregator ?



• BEIS Innovative Domestic DSR Competition (Phase 2) funded project

• 5-way collaboration with Carbon Co-op as the project leads

• Demonstrating a real-world potential for an open source, standards based 
DSR management service, akin to the ECAS that was assessed in 2018

• Developing a smart API that interfaces with smart meters, to aggregate 
domestic flexibility loads to offer to DSO and ESO or other aggregators

• Looking to control EV chargers, immersion heaters and domestic batteries 
installed in 50 homes

Domestic DSR Demonstrator – The OpenDSR Project



In conclusion

• Decentralisation + decarbonisation drives the need for a more flexible/responsive 
energy system

• Local flexibility builds on national balancing, but is a different proposition, to address 
local demand constraints, support network events and defer demand-triggered
reinforcement

• The role of a DSO includes facilitating and enabling local flexibility markets

• There are Constraint Managed Zones live now and signposted into the future

• The potential to participate is more accessible for some parties than others

• Aggregation of smaller scale assets could play a key role – OpenDSR demonstrator

• These markets could expand to be about more than just local network operability – i.e. 
local supply models springboarding off the back of the commercial arrangements, 
aggregation platforms and metering technology that is deployed to enable flex?
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